
A Wayfarer’s guide to the sea cliffs of SW 
Britain! 
 
As I begin to write this article Ellen Macarthur has just sailed into Falmouth after her 
epic sleep deprived journey and I feel almost embarrassed to even mention the odd 
sleepless night aboard our Wayfarer…..so please excuse me and I will continue with an 
account of two trips that Tony and I made on Taronga last year…..  
 
We were beginning to loose count….we had certainly sailed into three sunrises, but was 
it four or five sunsets? We hadn’t intended it this way; maybe it was bad planning or lack 
of, which had kept us sailing into the nights. Whatever, we were a boat with a mission, 
trying to squeeze in too ambitious a journey into too little time. Our aim had been to start 
somewhere on the south coast of Devon and end up in my home port of Caernarfon and 
thereby link up with our previous summers cruise north from Anglesey to Oban. 
 
Friday night, 18th June saw the boat and I hurtling down the M5 to scoop up Tony, fresh 
off his Jumbo from the Seychelles, in Bristol. From there we continued to my sister in 
Wincanton to hook the trailer onto my brother-in-laws car and grab a couple of hours 
sleep before leaving in the early hours of Saturday to Newton Ferrers, just east of 
Plymouth. We bundled out of my kind brother-in-laws ‘taxi’ and hurriedly stowed the 
great heap of clobber into Taronga and within the hour were slipping silently down the 
river Yealm into the unknown….not exactly feeling ready for an adventure but certainly 
both excited at what the days ahead might bring. We had less than seven days left! 
 
A very light wind suggested that we would not even reach Plymouth in that time but 
against the forecast a perfect NW4 suddenly picked up and in one beat over the next 8 
hours enjoyed an exhilarating sail to Coverack, a small fishing port lying midway 
between the Helford river entrance and the Lizard. Our claim to fame that day was to 
rescue and escort, for roughly a third of the crossing, an exhausted racing pigeon! We 
even had a hard time persuading him to leave the boat once we reached land. 
 
With a fickle wind the next morning we sailed and motored down to Lizard point where 
against all advice we wove an intricate way around a treacherous inshore passage to miss 
the last hour of the flood tide. The wind picked up once around the headland, but it was 
frustratingly on the nose and suddenly all our timings were out making the final beat 
inside the Runnel Stone cardinal take for ever. Finally we picked up the N going stream 
and passing close inshore to admire old granite climbing haunts slowly left Lands End to 
the south. The wind was dropping and the sea, despite a large and long swell, was calm. I 
guess we were lucky to have passed this milestone so easily but a little more excitement 
would have been fun! Once abreast of Sennen we motored north through some 
increasingly lumpy water that often characterizes the passage between Cape Cornwall 
and Pendeen. We both hate the use of the engine but are resigned to its use for this type 
of journey. A couple of hours of noise seems an eternity at the time but once home and 
dry those moments fade into insignificance compared to the overwhelming hours under 



sail. As if to dispel our gathering disappointment a lovely evening breeze set in to take us 
the final hour or so into St.Ives for the obligatory fish and chips with the hoards of idle 
tourists and dive bombing seagulls (hold tight to your food!). 
 
We were monitoring the weather very closely at this stage, unsure as to how we should 
proceed from here. The Met had been tracking an intense low for at least the previous 5 
days that was now only one day behind us. The day of grace was forecast to be windless 
which left us wondering if our great plans were going to flounder in St. Ives, and so it 
was with little optimism that we managed to sail out of the harbour bound for as far as we 
could get! They predicted the following days accurately, but the Met certainly got this 
midsummers day wrong, as within minutes the spinnaker was up, the sun was out and 
both stayed that way for the next 10 glorious hours. We were somewhere off Bude and 
wondering where to put in when the decision was made for us; the spinnaker collapsed 
and the sea turned a glassy calm in minutes.  That allowed for a hot evening meal to be 
easily prepared and with stomachs well satisfied the distant winking of the now visible 
light on Lundy’s Rat Island didn’t seem too daunting an objective. Besides the wind was 
filling in as the SW sky began to fill in with hints of nastier things to come. We had only 
one collision in the night...with a rogue crab pot buoy, but Taronga felt very important 
when two large cargo ships visibly altered course for us. It was gratifying at least to know 
that the duty watch was awake! 
 
 
 
Our best bit of planning for this trip was surely the dates. What better time to night sail 
than during the shortest night. The sun’s track below the horizon could easily be followed 
as a comforting glow but that particular morning there was to be no sunrise. Having 
picked up a mooring in Landing Bay of Lundy Island at 0350 we settled down for a few 
hours of sleep as the boat became more and more exposed to a rapidly strengthening 
SE’erly. We hadn’t reckoned on the E component and it quickly became apparent that 
whilst we were in the only sheltered spot of the Island there was to be no shelter here. 
Beaching was the only option….but that was easier said than done. We were not 
welcome on the Island as was made abundantly clear by the warden….”you should have 
booked in advance”….and….”you should know better than to come to Lundy in a boat 
like that on that forecast” etc. The point was somehow missed that it was precisely the 
nature of the forecast that had ultimately decided on us pushing on to Lundy. If we were 
going to be stormbound for a number of days what better place to be than here rather than 
some crowded North Cornwall resort! The main landing ramp which would have 
provided a quick and easy roll out was put out of bounds to us which left us with an 
incredibly steep concrete slip with a large swell washing across it. Luckily with the tide 
ebbing we eventually settled Taronga at the foot of it as great lashes of rain began 
sweeping in. This new task was going to take some doing and as a few people stopped to 
look, including a potentially very useful tractor and driver, we set about emptying the 
boat of everything possible. An abandoned length of old mooring hawser was found on 
the foreshore which we anchored to the now empty tractor and using various sliding 
prussiks and purchases we were able to inch our way up and onto flat ground into the lee 
of a cliff.  



It was supper time by now but we felt really pleased at having managed to rectify a 
situation that for some time had looked rather desperate, to complete safety…and all by 
ourselves! 

Safe on Lundy as the storm sets in 

 
 



The night under canvass on the flat topped island, as the barometer dropped to 972mb 
was wild and noisy. (61 kts was reported at RAF Culdrose). The next days walk around 
the island was awe inspiring and awkward in the huge wind, watching waves smashing 
halfway up the superb granite cliffs (tales of which I was boring Tony yet again with 
more climbing stories!). Day 3 on the island was spent in almost the reverse of day 1. The 
wind had been gradually easing off and it looked as we might get a 36 hour weather 
window before another low of similar intensity moved in.  

Ready to re-launch after 3 days on Lundy Island 
 

 
Rather than risk being stuck on the Island we decided to make a break north at the first of 
the slack tide…and that meant setting off into another night. By 1930 we were afloat and 
by keeping close in under the steep east shore, to avoid still quite large downdrafts, we 
got into a nervous position off the North East Point. We were an hour early and the race, 
although greatly diminished was still running and the wind was still blowing a strong 5 to 
6. Nervousness calls for action and anxious to test the waters whilst we still had daylight 
we slipped out of the eddy into the waves under storm jib and 3 reefs. Much to our relief 
it was controllable and by the time the sun had dipped the full genoa was set and one reef 
shaken out. This night seemed darker and longer than the last and my memory is of a lot 
of wetness and of being cold and damp. There was plenty of phosphorescence and my 
impression was that most of it was inside the boat! 
 



Caldey Island light became visible just before dawn and as we began beating along 
Pembroke’s limestone cliff edge (yes, more stories to keep the crew awake) the wind 
started to ease back. We had no idea of our destination at this point, except that with the 
forecast it was probably our last day of sailing. Fishguard looked a possibility but the 
thought of retrieval of van from Wincanton and boat from the former was very 
unappealing and our, now dazed, minds began to think about something a little further 
north. Why! Pwllheli was ‘only’ 70 nm away and with 74nm under our belts we were 
more than halfway home! Obvious. Decision made. 
 
 Jack sound slipped easily by and, wanting to show Tony the hugely impressive west 
coast of Ramsey Island, we enjoyed a roller coaster ride on the flood race to emerge at 
the north end more or less windless. Having decided on our destination we had no choice 
but to motor again. With the ebb now against us progress northwards was agonizingly 
slow when measured against the familiar climbing lines on the granite cliffs of North 
Pembroke. Mid afternoon saw us escorted for some minutes by 4 common dolphin, but 
they needed a faster bow wave to ride and sadly moved on. They brought the wind 
though and the fun started again. Sometime around midnight Tony woke me from an all 
too brief nap, asking for a reef, which all too soon became two and for the rest of the 
night we were both sitting out struggling to steer a sensible course against our tiredness. 
The wind rose quicker than we had expected and we began to feel a touch exposed 
making our way up St. Georges Channel, with the orange glow from Wexford and 
Rosslare far more marked than the Welsh coastal towns. We decided to close the 
land…..and some 5 hours later a couple of miles off Barmouth, took a new course to 
Pwllheli, crossing Sarn Badrig causeway at high tide with a large following sea. The 
sunrise over the mountains was one of the most intense and spectacular that either of us 
had ever seen but the final run into port took all our concentration; down to pocket 
handkerchief sails, planing the waves, fighting the broach.  At 0730, after exactly 36 hrs 
and 144 nm we arrived and as if to prove a point as to how finely we had made the 
passage, by the time we had moored, put up the tent and got our heads down it was 
blowing a full gale. How satisfying! 
 
That left me with a couple of days journeying up and down to Wincanton to fetch van 
and trailer. What an effort….but worth every minute! 
 
  



Four months later we were again approaching Pwllheli, but this time it was nearing 2200 
hrs. The sea was calmer, the air and water colder and it had been dark for at least as long 
as those midsummer nights. We were finishing off our summers objective and that day 
had enjoyed a cracking sail from a superb anchorage in Rhoscolyn Bay on Anglesey. The 
3 day trip had started in true fashion with a late start at the western end of the Menai 
Straits followed by a long broad reach NE up this enchanting sea ‘river’. With all the 
conditions conspiring against restarting from Pwllheli we had opted to circumnavigate 
Anglesey anti-clockwise first, pass by Amlwch and continue on around the Lleyn 
peninsular and in doing so close the missing link! We missed the tidal gate between 
Britannia and Telford bridges so that the Swellies rock ,despite Taronga being on the 
plane, past us at only 1 knot! Once past Telford bridge though, we had wind and water 
behind us again. By nightfall we turned the corner inside Puffin Island and began a long 
wet beat into unexpectedly large wind against tide and darkness. We later both admitted 
that we were not prepared for this. We hadn’t eaten enough, we weren’t wearing enough 
and to top it off our bilge pump had blocked and we were struggling to contain the water 
coming over us with that awkward balancing act of bailing and sitting out at the same 
time! It was with some relief at 2130 hrs that we picked up a very secure looking RNLI 
buoy off Moelfre for a rest. 
 
Wind over tide, a huge swell and the bilge pump again dominated the next morning as we 
rounded Point Lynas on the NE corner of Anglesey, prompting a quick stop in Amlwch 
to bail and gather our wits again. From here on conditions eased and we actually planned 
to pass Carmel Head against the wind and tide. This is no place to be in a small boat 
when they are in opposition! This left just enough daylight to pass by North and South 
Stacks and in doing so finish off the last of the sea cliff climbing stories. For once we 
managed to see a perfect sunset from the tent window in Rhoscolyn at our penultimate 
anchorage. 
 
This concluded our 450 nm journey from the south coast…which means that for 2005 we 
have the best of the west coast to look forward to as we plan to head north out of Oban! 
 
 
David Williams and Tony Graham        W9735  “Taronga” 
 
18th to 25th June  and  6th to 8th October 2004 


